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Abstract 
 

 
 Companies depend heavily on computer services such as email, file sharing, and 

the internet.  The servers that provide these essential services must be constantly 

monitored.  The Enterprise Server Monitor is designed to make a system administrator 

aware the instant a problem occurs.  Fully configurable alarms may be set to monitor 

network connectivity, CPU usage, and available disk space.  Alerts and current status are 

visible in the application and may also be sent to a desktop, an email account, or a mobile 

device.  In addition, when a server is added to be monitored, hardware configuration and 

software settings information is automatically gathered and stored in a database in order 

to keep track of data center inventory and expedite troubleshooting procedures.  This 

project is on sale and available for download at eservermonitor.com. 
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Project Description and Intended Use 

 

Problem Statement 

Modern business processes rely heavily upon computer-based support services 

such as e-mail, company web pages, file sharing, print services, remote access, custom 

business applications, and networked desktop computers.  The servers that provide these 

essential business functions must be constantly monitored in order to meet the uptime 

demands of a business.  Computer networks must be kept running because a malfunction 

might indirectly cause a loss of revenue.  Servers need to be monitored continually, 

according to their level of importance within the organization.  There is no inherent 

mechanism in the Windows operating system to provide this monitoring capability.  

These monitoring activities require some type of third-party solution. 

The Enterprise Server Monitor is designed to make a system administrator more 

effective in keeping mission-critical computers running.  The application makes it easy to 

monitor network availability, processor use, hard drive space, and memory use 

simultaneously for many servers in a network.  The term “enterprise” refers to the ability 

to monitor computers even across multiple domains.  When an error occurs or limits are 

exceeded, alerts are sent via message balloons, audible warnings, e-mail, and wireless 

text messages.  The user has full control over what limits to set for the alarm triggers, as 

well as what alerts are sent in response. 
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User Profile 

The Enterprise Server Monitor application was designed with the end user in 

mind.  The users of this monitoring solution will be knowledgable expert computer users.  

They will be systems analysts who are already familiar with the need for constant 

monitoring of their servers for errors.  These users will require a minimum level of 

explanation to get the server monitor up and running in their environment. 

A system administrator is charged with the responsibility of monitoring the 

performance of systems, keeping track of server hardware and software configurations, 

and troubleshooting errors.  The Enterprise Server Monitor provides many tools that will 

make this job easier. 

It is not good enough to find out about a problem when users are complaining 

because their application isn’t working.  It is not acceptable for a system administrator to 

be the last to know when the server is not functioning.  The administrator must be aware 

of problems as soon as they occur.  The Enterprise Server Monitor will guarantee that the 

administrator is the first to know when, for any reason, a server is unreachable over the 

network.  In addition, there may be varying types of hardware and software 

configurations in a data center.  Maintaining these many systems can be challenging 

because administrators need to keep track of many unique bits of information.  

Information about hardware and software must be readily available when troubleshooting 

a problem. 

Another significant part of maintaining the operating system is keeping up-to-date 

with patches and service packs that are released on a monthly basis.  These patches must 

be tested to make sure they will not break custom-made in-house software.  Records must 
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be kept of these tests in order to provide documentation for Sarbanes-Oxley or HIPPA 

audits. 

System Administrators must not only troubleshoot problems but also tune the 

performance of applications by adjusting software settings and or hardware platforms.  

They need real-time feedback as well as ongoing awareness of system performance in 

order to provide the best operating conditions for the business. 

 

Description of the Solution 

 The Enterprise Server Monitor is for use by system administrators who have 

responsibility for multiple Windows servers on an Active Directory based corporate 

network.  Since Microsoft Windows is the most ubiquitous operating system, the 

Enterprise Server Monitor will address the unique set of problems encountered in 

administering servers running in a Microsoft Windows-based network. 

The Enterprise Server Monitor gathers system information without having to 

install any client software on remote machines.  Hardware and software information is 

gathered using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) and stored in a local 

database.  Reports are then generated from the stored data using Crystal Reports.   

 The Enterprise Server Monitor has the ability to gather and display information 

about and continuously monitor servers remotely.  The system administrator is able to 

find out hardware information such as vendor, model, BIOS version, serial number, 

processor speed, memory size, and hard disk space.  Pertinent operating system 

information such as installed operating system, license number, service pack level, and 
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installed patches are viewable (See Figure 1).  This information is presented in reports 

that can be printed or saved.   

 

 

Figure 1 – Patch and Service Pack Report 

 

 When configuring the list of servers to be monitored, the user is able to view all 

the servers in the domain according to their function.  Because of the fact that different 

types of servers have varying degrees of priority, domain controllers, SQL servers, print 

servers, dialin servers, file servers, NT clusters, master browsers, and time servers, are 

distinguished in the domain treeview list on the configuration form.  A text input is 

provided if the user wants to type in the hostname of a server to add to the list (See 

Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 – Domain Browser 

 

 The main function of this application is to monitor server network availability by 

sending a network ping command to each server in the monitor list.  The network monitor 

is customizable.  For example, the administrator is able to decide how often to check 

network connectivity and the acceptable response time in milliseconds.   

Additional monitors are provided by custom scripts that are generated at runtime 

according to parameters set by the user.  These scripts monitor for low hard drive space, 

changed status in Windows services, low memory conditions, and excessive processor 

use.  The limits for each of these monitors are fully customizable.  The processor monitor 

will watch to see if use exceeds a user specified limit for a set continuous time period.  
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Low hard disk space and low available free memory space will also trigger an alert if 

they fall below the user specified limit.  The user will decide whether to receive a popup 

message box, an email, or an SMS text message alert for these events (See Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3 – CPU, Services, Disk Space, and CPU Monitors 

 

Design Protocols 

 

Solution Architecture 

The Enterprise Server Monitor was written using Visual Studio .Net 2005 in 

Visual Basic .NET.  Many of the operations are accomplished through Windows 
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Management Instrumentation, or WMI (Tunstall).  Visual Basic .NET can easily leverage 

WMI because there is a namespace called System.Management that implements WMI 

queries (“Windows Management Instrumentation”). 

WMI is the result of an initiative called Web-Based Enterprise Management, or 

WBEM, which is a standard protocol designed to integrate system management 

standards.  WMI is Microsoft’s implementation of the WBEM architecture (“WMI 

Reference”).  Every Windows operating system after Windows 2000 has a database 

called the Common Information Model, or CIM, which holds information about the 

hardware and software on the computer.  This database may be queried for real time 

updates about the status of almost anything the operating system has control of. 

Although WMI was designed to implement Web-based control, the Enterprise 

Server Monitor application is designed to operate from a desktop within the company 

firewall and will not provide remote access over the internet directly.  However, through 

the use of a secure VPN connection (not provided in this project), an administrator would 

be able to connect to the corporate network from home or anywhere on the internet and 

have full access to the server monitors. 

Remote alerting is accomplished via e-mail and wireless phone text messages, 

thus ensuring notification no matter where the administrator happens to be when the 

problem occurs. 

 

Design Protocols 

 The first consideration after installing the server monitor is adding servers to be 
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monitored.  This is accomplished through a network domain viewer.  It lists all the 

domains in an active directory network and all the servers in a selected domain.   

The servers are categorized according to type: for example, whether they are 

domain controllers or SQL servers.  The SQL servers are first identified through SQL 

Distributed Management Objects or DMO.  SQL DMO is the .dll that Enterprise 

Manager uses to programmatically manage everything that happens in SQL server 

(Merritt).  Next, the rest of the server types are distinguished.  The domain browser uses a 

function called NetServerEnum from an API in the NetAPI32.DLL, which is a part of 

active directory.  NetServerEnum uses a catalog of identifiers to distinguish different 

server types (Appendix A).  The user will be able to choose the computers that need to be 

monitored and the selections will be added to a SQL Server 2005 Express database 

(Schneider 406).  If the system administrator already knows the host name of the server 

to be monitored, it may be typed in through the GUI. 

 The host names and other configuration data, as well as inventory report data, are 

stored in a SQL Server 2005 Express database.  A SQL query provides the host names to 

the monitoring class.  The monitoring class loops through the hostnames and send out 

pings via Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) over the network to each server in 

the list (Balena).  If the reply is anything other than success (Appendix B), the alert class 

is called. 

 The alert class uses the Win32 API to pop up message balloons and sound 

warnings.  The status view icon on the main page is changed to a red X.  E-mail and SMS 

text message alerts are sent to the administrators account through a Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol (SMTP) server.  For the SMTP messages to go through, the local system may be 
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set up as an SMTP server by simply installing IIS from Windows components and 

configuring the relay to accept messages.  Alternatively, any SMTP server on the 

network may be used instead. 

The remote information gathering class employs WMI (Wilson).  WMI uses a 

query language called the WMI Query Language, WQL which is derived from the 

American National Standards Institute Structured Query Language.  Information is 

queried from the Common Information Model, or CIM database (see Appendix C).  

Previous versions of Windows, including Windows NT and Windows 98, may be 

updated with a WMI core patch that will install the WMI framework and CIM database 

so that they can be managed. 

Some monitors are implemented through the use of VBScript (Jones).  A 

complete example is shown in Appendix D.  These monitors require less overhead 

because they do not rely on the .NET framework.  When a program uses the Windows 

Scripting Host, there is less strain on system resources than there might be if those same 

functions were running on the .NET framework.  The network connectivity heartbeat 

monitor runs as a Windows service.  This is because it will be constantly going, so it has 

the benefit of the Windows operating system error handling and also the advantage of 

pre-compiled speed (Visual Basic .NET Language Reference).   
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Use Case Diagram 

Figure 4 illustrates the possible use cases and actors.  The diagram shows an 

administrator and how interactions with the Enterprise Server Monitor software will flow.  

First, the configuration of servers to be monitored, polling frequency, and a domain 

administrator account are needed.  After Configuration, Monitors are chosen and put in 

place.  Finally, if there is a critical error, an alert is sent to the administrator via a 

message box, e-mail, or text message. 

 
Figure 4 – Use case diagram 
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Class Diagram 

The class diagram (Figure 5) shows the classes, the operators and methods in the 

classes, and how they relate to each other. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Class Diagram 
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Relationship Diagram 

 The relationship diagram in Figure 6 illustrates the database tables, their columns, 

and how they relate to each other. 

 

Figure 6 – Relationship Diagram 

 

User Interface  

Interface Design and Navigation 

The design and navigation interface scheme uses a main form that displays the 

servers being monitored.  Also on the main form is the remote information viewer (See 

Figure 7).   
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Figure 7 – MDI parent form 

 

Color Scheme and Graphical Symbols 

The color scheme conforms to the standard grey tones used in Windows 

applications.  The other forms are accessible through buttons and also through the menu 

(See Figure 8).  Tool tips that explain the button’s function will pop up when a mouse-

over event is detected.  The icons used include icons for buttons to open the forms and an 

icon for the application. 
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Figure 8 – Menu 

 

Project Planning 

 

Project Schedule 

 Figure 9 and Figure 10 show a Gantt chart with baseline. The baseline shows the 

original task, resource, assignment, and cost estimates.  It shows all the tasks which had 

to be completed and has deadlines for each.  The way things worked out, the original plan 

had to be modified as I went along.  Originally, my intention was to be able to have the 

ability to remotely configure and troubleshoot servers as well as monitor them.  I quickly 

realized that I would have to redefine my scope and deliverables so that I would be able 

to deliver a useful product.  In consultation with my advisor, Professor Tamisra Sanyal, 

the decision was made that I should construct an application to monitor remote servers.  
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Figure 9 - Project Schedule for Winter Quarter – Gantt chart, actual with baseline 

 

 

Figure 10 - Project Schedule for Spring Quarter – Gantt chart, actual with baseline 

 

Project Budget 

 My project budget includes the cost of the hardware I used to develop my 

application (a Dell desktop), the software I used (Microsoft Visual Studio 2005), the 

programming reference books I own, and the time I spent, billed at my current salary of 

$17.00 per hour (See Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 – Project budget 

 

Unit Testing Process and Results 

 

 The monitor functions are performed through both VBScript and Visual Basic 

.NET.  There are pros and cons to each way of doing it.  VBScript must be interpreted at 

run time, whereas Visual Basic .NET is pre-compiled.  However, VBScript is more 

lightweight because Windows Scripting Host, WSH, does not require the overhead and 

system resources that are required when running Visual Basic .NET code in the .NET 

framework.  On the other hand, the .NET framework has built in error handling for 

preventing things such as memory leaks, which could be an issue when running a process 

for long periods of time continuously.  I determined through testing that the CPU, 

service, hard disk, and memory monitors were best handled using VBScript because these 

monitors would not be running continuously due to the fact that they were designed for 

performance tuning and troubleshooting not day to day operation.  The network monitor 
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however, since it is designed to run all the time, is written in Visual Basic and is set up to 

run under the .NET Framework. 

Unit testing for the prototype was conducted on the data center network at 

Cincinnati Bell Telephone, on the UC network, and on a network of virtual PC’s and 

servers created by Professor Mark Stockman. 

 

 

Deliverables 

 

The Enterprise Server Monitor application performs the following functions: 

 

1. Configuration 

- Domain Browser with server type discrimination 

- Text File Operations for Recording Settings 

- Username and Password Configuration 

 

2. Monitor 

- Network Connection Heartbeat Monitor 

- Disk Space, Memory, and CPU Usage Monitors 

- Remote Process and Service Viewer 

- Visual and Audible Local Alerts 

- E-mail and Wireless SMS Text Message Alerts 
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Proof of Design 

 

The Enterprise Server Monitor project fulfills or exceeds every requirement 

agreed upon for the deliverables.  The domain browser allows the user to view computers 

in an active directory domain according to their role (see Figure 2).  The settings, such as 

domain administrator username and password, email addresses for alerts, and user 

customized settings are stored in a SQL Server 2005 Express database (Figure 6). 

The network monitoring, disk space, memory, and CPU usage monitors all work 

as designed.  When any of the conditions trigger an alarm, the user is notified through a 

balloon popup message (Figure 12) stating the server and the error that occurred, an 

email (Figure 13) or mobile device text message (Figure 14) with the same information, 

or an audible alert. 

 

 

 

Figure 12 – Popup Alert 
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Figure 13 – Email Alert 

 

 

 

Figure 14 – SMS Text Message Alert 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

If I could do this project over again, there is nothing I would do differently.  

Obviously there are things I could have done better, but they are things I could only have 

learned through the process of doing them, such as readjusting my deliverable 

requirements when I realized I wanted to do things that were outside the scope of the time 

I had to complete the project. 

I had a bad experience when presenting my prototype to the faculty and my peers.  

When I went to demonstrate the monitors and alerts, I got unexpected error messages.  

This left my audience with the impression that my prototype did not work.  This 

happened for a number of reasons such as being rushed in my setup, not taking the time 

to plan ahead for everything that could go wrong, and choosing a poor design for the 

prototype user interface.  I learned that sometimes failure is the key to success.  

Ultimately, this bad experience gave me the desire to work extra hard in order to 

complete the project and make it something I was proud to have done.  I did that and I 

definitely did not embarrass myself during Tech Expo or my final presentation. 
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Appendix 

 

A. NetServerEnum Server Identifier Codes 

These are some of the codes used by Active Directory to distinguish server types: 
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B. Ping Return Values 

This Visual Basic .NET code snippet demonstrates the check used to see the results of a 

ping to a server.  If there is an error, the description is returned so it can be added to the 

alert message. 
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C. WQL query example in Visual Basic .NET 
 
This example shows how to get basic computer information from the CIMV2 database . 
 
 

 
 
 
E. Monitor Script Example 

This script sets up a refresh performance counter query that monitors for CPU status.  If 

usage exceeds 90% for ten minutes continually, a popup message, email, and text 

message alert are sent. 

 

strComputer = "server1" 
objWMIService = GetObject("winmgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate}!\\" & 
strComputer & "\root\cimv2") 
objRefresher = CreateObject("WbemScripting.Swbemrefresher") 
objProcessor = objRefresher.AddEnum(objWMIService, 
"Win32_PerfFormattedData_PerfOS_Processor").objectSet 
intThresholdViolations = 0 
objRefresher.Refresh() 
Do 
For Each intProcessorUse In objProcessor 
If intProcessorUse.PercentProcessorTime > 90 Then 
intThresholdViolations = intThresholdViolations + 1 
If intThresholdViolations = 100 Then 
intThresholdViolations = 0 
Wscript.Echo("Processor usage threshold exceeded.") 
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Set objEmail = CreateObject("CDO.Message") 
objEmail.From = "ericvollrath@gmail.com" 
objEmail.To = "5134847856@gocbw.com" 
objEmail.Subject = "CPU usage Alert" 
objEmail.Textbody = "Processor usage threshold exceeded." 
objEmail.Send() 
End If 
Else 
intThresholdViolations = 0 
End If 
Next 
Wscript.Sleep(6000) 
objRefresher.Refresh() 
Loop 


